Protesters storm U.S. building in Pakistan

Associated Press

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan--Police fired on hundreds of protesters who stormed a U.S. government office Sunday, to demand the United States hand over a novel they consider offensive to Muslims.

At least five people died and 45 were injured, doctors said.

Police repeatedly fired semi-automatic weapons, rifles and shotguns at charging protesters who yelled "American dogs!" and hurled rocks and bricks during three hours of fierce clashes.

The rioting erupted when more than 2,000 fundamentalists tried to march to the U.S. information Center to demand the United States hand over "Satanic Verses," a novel by Salman Rushdie.

see RIOT page 7

North trial postponed until Friday by Rehnquist

Associated Press

WASHINGTON--The chief justice Sunday ordered a delay in the start of Oliver North's Iran-Contra trial, but the independent prosecutor and Justice Department later agreed on a plan aimed at letting the trial proceed.

Chief Justice William Rehnquist granted a .Justice Department request to delay North's trial from Monday's scheduled start until Friday, when the full Supreme Court is scheduled to consider the department's objections to the planned release of classified material by North's defense.

Hours later, Attorney General Dick Thornburgh and independent counsel Lawrence Walsh agreed to a proposal that would impose more stringent safeguards on North's use of classified material.

If the proposal is approved by the judge handling the case, U.S. District Judge Gerhard Gesell, the Justice Department will ask the Supreme Court to lift the stay as soon as the trial may proceed, according to statements issued by the department and Walsh.

Walsh and the department filed a sealed motion with Gesell "which requests that the district court enter an additional protective order preventing the release of classified information vital to U.S. national security interests," the Justice Department said in a statement.

Rehnquist on Sunday ordered "that the trial proceed immediately with opening arguments, as requested by the Justice Department," Walsh and the department said in the statement.

Rehnquist on Sunday ordered "that the trial proceed immediately with opening arguments, as requested by the Justice Department," Walsh and the department said in the statement.

A jury in the case was selected Thursday and returns to court Monday morning.

Walsh, whose office is prosecuting North, had opposed the Justice Department's efforts to delay the trial and wanted to proceed immediately with opening arguments, saying that national security concerns had been amply addressed.

Meeting for candidates for student government set

By BRIDGET GOEYVAERTS

News Staff

Campaigning will begin at 12:01 a.m., Feb. 20, for those students running for positions as student body class officers and off-campus commissioner.

All students interested in running for office must attend a mandatory meeting scheduled for Feb. 14 at 7:30 p.m. in the LaFortune Student Center.

Any full-time Notre Dame undergraduate in good academic standing (with a GPA of 2.6 or better) may run in the elections.

The election date is set for Feb. 27. Students must present ID's, and may vote in their own residence halls. Students studying abroad may also vote.

The rules for campaigning are the same as last year:
• There is one--and a half--and a forty-five-dollar spending limit for the student body president, and a forty-five-dollar spending limit for the senate.
• There is no limit as to the number of posters, but the size is limited to 11 inches by 17 inches.
• Posters will be restricted from certain areas such as trees and classrooms, and the tearing down of other candidates' posters is strictly prohibited.

Any rule violations will be dealt with by a three-member panel within the student government.

"The turn out at the first election information meeting was by far less than last year," said head Ombudsman John Wilson, who is in charge of the elections.

"There are few interested in running for student body president, but we expect more to come to the meeting on the 14th."

Acoustic Kings

Sean and the Sun Kings, a campus band, plays at the Alumni Senior Club, Friday night. The Club regularly features campus and local bands during the weekend.

Slush abounds

Snow, sleet and freezing rain Monday, changing to rain by afternoon. High in the 30s. Rain will change to light snow, ending around midnight.
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Hungary opts for multiparty system

Associated Press

BUDAPEST, Hungary--Hungary's ruling Communist Party has moved toward sharing power with other political groups by becoming the first Eastern European country to endorse a multiparty system.

Party leader Karoly Grosz announced after a two-day meeting of the Central Committee that the policy-making body had decided a multiparty system was the only way to guarantee political pluralism in Hungary.

He also indicated the party had revised its view of the 1956 anti-Soviet revolt to acknowledge the uprising started with good intentions but went sour.

A multiparty system would "certainly provide an opportunity for alliances" and participation by groups the Communists would not be able to mobilize on their own, Grosz said in an interview excerpted on Hungarian radio late Saturday and due for full broadcast Sunday evening.

The system is expected to be legal under a new constitution to be written next year.

Grosz said he expected the constitution to require new parties to operate "on a socialist basis."

"If they do not accept the constitution, then they cannot operate legally," he said. He did not elaborate.

No date has been announced for multiparty local or parliamentary elections, but both are due by the end of 1990.

Grosz's remarks indicated that dozens of political movements, many of which have begun in recent months, will be allowed to participate.

Unlike alternative parties in East Germany, Czechoslovakia and Poland, Hungary's groups are independent of the Communists.

see HUNGARY page 6

Two-step

The Observer / Donald Pan

Sant Mary's junior Kathy Paros (left) dances with a client at the Logan Center Valentine's Day Dance Friday. Volunteers from Notre Dame and Saint Mary's interact with mentally handicapped people from the South Bend area.

The Observer / Donald Pan

"There are few interested in running for student body president, but we expect more to come to the meeting on the 14th."

Acoustic Kings

Sean and the Sun Kings, a campus band, plays at the Alumni Senior Club, Friday night. The Club regularly features campus and local bands during the weekend.

Slush abounds

Snow, sleet and freezing rain Monday, changing to rain by afternoon. High in the 30s. Rain will change to light snow, ending around midnight.
John Burke has been named Outstanding Alumnus of the Year by the Notre Dame chapter of Beta Alpha Psi, a national association of accountants. In 1986 he was elected chairman of the executive committee of Grant Thornton. As chairman of the firm’s board of directors, he is responsible for its national policies and procedures. Burke has been active in a number of professional and civic groups, including the Economic Development Council of Greater Kansas City, the Business Council of the Nelson Gallery and the American Heart Association. He is a former president of the Missouri Society of CPAs and a past member of the council of AICPA. The Observer

The University of Notre Dame has received the first installment of a $75,000 commitment from the USX Foundation, Inc. in support of its new Center for Sensor Materials. “We are grateful for this gift and gratified by the USX Foundation’s recognition of the importance of this unique center,” said University President Father Edward Malloy. Notre Dame’s Center for Sensor Materials involves University scientists from a variety of disciplines in research which contributes to the newly emerging sensor technologies. Its initial concentration is the development of metal oxide semiconducting materials for potential use as gas sensors. The Observer

Barry Lopez, 1966 Notre Dame graduate and author of several books, essays, and articles on natural history, has been appointed visiting W: Harold and Mary Plaza Professor of the Humanities at the University of Notre Dame for the fall 1989 semester by Professor Timothy O’Meara, University provost. Lopez has published several essays and one collection of short stories, In a Strange, Secret Country. He is author of four books, the most recent of which is entitled Arctic Dreams. The Observer

Housing

Student government candidates for presidential, vice-presidential, and senatorial positions must attend a mandatory meeting in the Sorin Room of the LaFortune Student Center at 7:30 p.m., Tuesday. Petitions for signatures will be distributed. The Observer

Proposition 42 is the topic of discussion in the Iceberg Dining Hall from 6-9 p.m., Tuesday. Sophomores will still have their interviews from Feb. 20, and the final will be held Feb. 28. The Observer

Alpha Beta Psi initiation Banquet will be held today at 6:30 p.m. at the University Club. All new initiates are required to attend. The Observer

Mandatory French and Spanish placement exams will be given on Feb. 21 and Feb. 28, respectively, in the language lab, Room 202 O'Shaughnessy Hall. Students who have studied French or Spanish in high school but have not yet taken a course in those languages at Notre Dame must take a placement exam prior to the beginning of the semester. Schedules and more information are available in Room 201 O'Shaughnessy Hall. The Observer

Freshman and transfer orientation applications are now available in the student government office, second floor, LaFortune. Applicants will be notified as to the time of their interview. The Observer

Juniors may register for Junior Parents' Weekend today and Tuesday from 2-9 p.m. in the Sorin Room of LaFortune Hall. Juniors must register for their own person; each parent only registers. All JPW participants must be registered by 10 p.m. Tuesday. The Observer

WSND-FM is looking for classical music announcers. No prior experience is necessary. Call Tara Creedon at 238-3477 or Lisa McMahon at 239-4250 for more information. The Observer

Father Robert Pelton, director of the Institute for Pastoral and Social Ministry, presents a film and discussion on Thursday evenings in the multipurpose room of the University Club. The films must be appropriate for adult viewing, and each person must register. All JPW participants must be registered by 10 p.m. Tuesday. The Observer

shower and tear transfers in the student government office, second floor, LaFortune. Applications will be notified as to the time of their interview. The Observer

We need someone with the confidence of a surgeon, the dedication of a mathematician, and the courage of an explorer.

Soul Food Cookin’

reinforces stereotypes

Last Thursday the dining halls decided to make a contribution to the Year of Cultural Diversity with “Soul Food Cooking.”

While a videotape of Martin Luther King Jr. played in the corner of South Dining Hall, so-called authentic black dishes such as catfish, ribs, and best of all, watermelon were served. The incredible craziness of this is amazing. At a time when Notre Dame is trying to make the campus more diverse, it shows just how far we still have to go.

One of President Malloy’s goals when he took office was to increase minority enrollment. Even though the campus is still overwhelmingly white, he has made some progress in this area. Just bringing more minorities into the school is not enough, however, to solve the problem and make the campus racially harmonious.

For that to happen, there has to be interaction between different groups of people, who learn from one another, and learn to respect one another’s differences—and that isn’t happening.

Look around the dining hall right now, or look at the Huddle the next time you’re walking through LaFortune Student Center, and you’ll see the black people sit together, the white people sit together, and so forth. There are exceptions, of course, but this is generally how we segregate ourselves.

Numbers alone won’t change people’s attitudes. I know this from my own experience. My high school was much more racially diverse than Notre Dame, but the same problem occurred here. People divided themselves up along racial lines, and stereotypes flourished.

Before the situation at Notre Dame can truly change, there has to be a change in the atmosphere here. Most of the students at Notre Dame come from predominantly white, upper-middle-class backgrounds. They either went to white Catholic schools or mostly white suburban public schools. Once again, there are exceptions to this, but if anyone checks the student body profile, Dame’s identity is still solidly white and middle-class.

I don’t know how to change the atmosphere on campus. The Administration can admit more minorities, but it can’t legislate people’s attitudes.

A farce like “Soul Food Cookin’” at the dining hall, however, doesn’t help. Far from promoting cultural diversity, it only reinforces the stereotypes that block understanding.

Wish your friends a happy birthday with Observer advertising. Call 239-6900

Get Ready to Chase Away, Your February Blues

NEXT WEEK, FEB. 19-24 WE’VE GOT SOME FUN PLANNED FOR YOU!

Saturday 19- Basketball game 2pm Angela food raffle at halftime.
Monday 20- STEVE KIMBROUGH and a Washington birthday party. 9:15 Haggar Parlor
Tuesday 21- REGENCY singing group 9pm Carroll Auditorium FREE
Wed Thu Fri- BIG $1 9&11 pm Carroll Aud
Thursday 23- RAGTIME, Free Haggar Game Room 7pm
Soviets turn over last outpost near Kabul in final withdrawal

Associated Press

KABUL, Afghanistan--Soviets today handed over their last and most dangerous post, as they prepared to return home and leave the Afghan army to defend the capital against Moslem guerrillas.

The Soviet-backed Afghan government renewed its offer to negotiate with the guerrillas.

A Soviet Foreign Ministry spokesman said the remaining 300 Soviet soldiers in Kabul would leave Tuesday, weather permitting.

The departure would be a day ahead of the deadline set by a U.N.-sponsored accord to end nine years of Soviet intervention in Afghanistan.

The last soldiers were guarding the Kabul airport while the Soviets completed a food airlift to the capital, which the guerrillas are expected to besiege when the Red Army is gone.

A U.N. airlift of food, medicines and blankets was suspended Sunday after Ethiopia pulled out of the program, officials said.

An Ethiopian airliner made one flight to Kabul, unloaded 32 tons of wheat and then refused to return to the city, said Sadruddin Aga Khan, coordinator of the U.N. office of Economic and Humanitarian Assistance to Afghanistan.

"I'm not able to say if or when the next flight will be," Aga Khan said at a news conference in Islamabad, Pakistan.

Associated Press

BONN, West Germany--Secretary of State James Baker on Sunday opened critical talks with West German leaders who have balked at a NATO plan to upgrade short-range nuclear missiles in Europe.

Baker flew in from London after sessions with British leaders and immediately met with Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher, a strong advocate of reducing nuclear tensions in Europe.

Baker, on a six-day trip to visit the 13 U.S. NATO allies, told reporters during the flight he was not worried about West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl's statement last week that the Lance missiles now deployed are adequate until 1995.

Under the proposal before the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, the current 70-mile range would be extended with new rockets that could hit targets about 320 miles away.

"I think what we need to do is to find out exactly what the German government's position is going to be," Baker told reporters.

Genscher, greeting Baker at the rain-soaked Bonn-Cologne airport, pledged to "work cooperatively together." Commenting on his meetings earlier Sunday with Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher of Britain and Sir Geoffrey Howe, the foreign secretary, Baker said he received support on many NATO issues.

"So far, it seems to me, we've got agreement on a broad range of issues, ranging from broad East-West themes to regional issues," he said.

He declined to report specifically what was said about the NATO plan during those meetings.

Earlier, Baker had cautioned that his tour is "primarily an agenda-setting trip" while President Bush's administration formulates its foreign and defense policies.

However, Baker's visit to West Germany comes after its leaders hinted in recent weeks they were unhappy with the NATO proposal to begin replacing the short-range missiles in Europe.

West German leaders are concerned that upgrading the missiles could poison the atmosphere for further progress in East-West disarmament talks.

NATO Secretary-General Manfred Woerner tried to give the NATO proposal another boost Sunday.

In a radio interview with the British Broadcasting Corp., he said the plan would not provoke a conflict with the Soviet Union.

Woerner said the Soviet Union had just finished its short-range modernization by deploying its new SS-21 missiles in East Germany.

NATO is expected to make a decision on its plan in three months.

Bonn is Baker's fourth stop on his six-day trip that began in Canada and took him to Iceland on Saturday.
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Yacht sails New York to San Francisco in record time

SAN FRANCISCO-- The yacht Thursday's Child sailed triumphantly under the Golden Gate Bridge on Sunday after a voyage from New York, by way of Cape Horn, that shattered a 135-year-old record for sailing the finish line at 12:32 p.m. PST on Sunday. A sign that read: "We love you TC."

Thursday's Child's entrance into the Bay was delayed for hours by a four-knot outgoing tide and by a lack of wind that had left the crew frustrated. The crew tried everything, including putting out a large sail called a spinnaker, but all its sails drooped limply. Finally, under a bright, cloudless sky the yacht was able to sail under the Golden Gate. Dozens of sailboats and powerboats headed out the Golden Gate to greet the yacht, which has logged 15,000 miles in its quest to better Flying Cloud's 188-day voyage. The expected Sunday arrival would break the record by eight days. The Coast Guard sent a 95-foot cutter and four utility boats to escort the yacht into the Golden Gate and lessen the danger of a spectator boat accidentally ramming Thursday's Child.

In a ship-to-shore interview Sunday, Thursday's Child crew member Courtney Hazleton told The Associated Press he had "that coming home feeling."

"It's kind of like a mixed bag of emotions right now," said Hazleton. "Both relief, let-down, that the whole thing's over, and just a general feeling of accomplishment."

The three crew members were all on deck and waved to the crowd after bettering the record. They said the submerged point of the Golden Gate Bridge was where old clipper ships used to drop anchor.

"We've been working hard for the last 189 days," Hazleton said.
Swaggart says his TV ministry may fold

Associated Press

BATON Rouge, La.-- Evangelist Jimmy Swaggart, who has accused "pornographers" of trying to ruin him, says his television ministry will end this month unless he receives an influx of donations.

"If for whatever reason this week, you close the door in my face or you pass me by... Feb. 26 will be the final telecast for this ministry," Swaggart said in his television program distributed for broadcast this weekend.

"You are making a choice today, a choice between the pornographers that are working more diligently than you will ever know... It's either the pornographers or it's us, it's either the devil or darkness, or it's God and light," Swaggart said.

In the latest edition of Penthouse magazine, a New Orleans stripper said she performed sex acts for Swaggart while he watched. The allegations leveled by Catherine Mary Kampen were similar to those of Debra Murphree that led to Swaggart's ouster last year from the Assemblies of God. Murphree, who has lived in Patoka, Ind., has also been a New Orleans prostitute, and said she performed pornographic acts for Swaggart.

Swaggart has said that he never met Kampen and that Penthouse published the article even though the ministry presented the magazine with evidence that the allegations were false. Attorneys for Swaggart have said a libel suit will be filed against the magazine. Kampen's employer at a "strip-o-gram" service has said that Kampen told her sister that she made up the story after seeing a similar story last year involving Murphree, who had attended Princeton Community High School in Gibson County, Ind. Murphree left the Gibson County community of Patoka in southern Indiana in 1982. Kampen has said she stands by her allegations.

In a tearful confession to his congregation last February, Swaggart said he had sinned, but did not reveal specifics. He was defrocked by the Assemblies after refusing to stay away from the pulpit for at least one year.

During his television show, Swaggart said there is "not one shred of truth in what they did, said, portrayed or printed." He also said the stories of sexual misconduct had been distributed by "pornographers aided, sadly to say, by some preachers."

"It's either the pornographers or us. They will have their way and eliminate Jimmy Swaggart from television. That's what they wanted to do," Swaggart said.

Swaggart has said that Penthouse publisher Bob Guccione was angry because of the ministry's involvement in a drive to get convenience stores to quit carrying Penthouse and other men's magazines.
Chocolate gives "sensual pleasure"

Associated Press

PROVIDENCE, R.I.- The romantic effect of giving someone a heart-shaped box of chocolates on Valentine's Day could be more than sentimental.

"Chocolate does have amorous value," said George Higgins, a pastry chef instructor at the 8,000-student Johnson & Wales University in Providence, one of the biggest cooking schools in the world.

"A chemical in the chocolate hits a pleasure center in the brain," Higgins said. "As a gift from a lover to a lover, it would certainly help do the trick."

"The taste of chocolate is a sensual pleasure in itself, existing in the same world as sex," sex therapist Ruth Westheimer wrote in her column, "Ask Dr. Ruth.

Chocolate contains phenylethylamine, or PEA, a natural mood-altering chemical also found in the human brain.

"Win a lottery, get a promotion, fall in love, especially fall in love, and your PEA level shoots up. You're optimistic, sociable, and peppy," according to Chocolate, An Illustrated History, by Marcia and Fredrick Morton. "But if things go wrong, especially if something goes wrong in your love life, you turn listless and depressed because your PEA level is down."

Cocoa butter melts at about body temperature, "so when you put good chocolate in your mouth it begins to melt, it becomes a sensual thing," said Gayle Steinhart, of Gayle's Chocolates in Newport, in a telephone interview from her store in Royal Oak, Mich. She said her sales are 20 times normal on Valentine's Day and the day before.

But there's also an argument against the romantic effects of chocolate.

"I really wonder whether giving chocolate for Valentine's Day is really the best type of gift if one wants to pursue any type of intense, romantic affair," said Judith Wurtman, a research scientist at Massachusetts Institute of Technology's department of nutrition and food sciences.

"The high fat and the high sugar content may make you very sleepy."

"If you're dealing in a situation where the woman is being pursued by the man, it might slow her down theoretically enough that she can be caught," she added.

Whatever the real effect of chocolate, the origins of chocolate-giving on Valentine's Day are obscure.

Hungary

continued from page 1

A new pro-Marxist group with an anti-Stalinist platform was founded Saturday. Another group, named after a leader of the national peasants' party quashed in the Communist takeover in 1948, announced plans to form a party calling for individual land ownership.

Hungarians from the alternative groups and Western diplomats saw Grosz's statement as a victory for Communist Party reformers. They include Poliburo member Imre Pozsgay, who two weeks ago presented a startling reassessment of the 1956 anti-Soviet revolt.

Pozsgay stunned the nation by saying the revolt was a well-planned uprising, not a counter-revolution as it has been officially called for 32 years.

An unprecedented discussion in the media and society followed.

Grosz said Pozsgay had been too hasty in announcing his views.

A source, speaking on condition of anonymity, said Pozsgay had told the Central Committee his statement was his "personal view," a switch from his earlier position that he based his statements on a party report.

Grosz indicated the committee had reached a compromise on official view of the 1956 revolt.

He said it started as an uprising in which many "honest people" fought against a dated regime, but ended with "counter-revolutionary elements" gradually gaining strength.

During the past 30 years the official view had become distorted, and "we forgot those popular elements," he said.

Applications for

Freshman Orientation Chairman
Transfer Orientation Chairman

Are now available in the Student Government Office
- 2nd Floor LaFortune
You will be contacted as to the time of your interview.

Free Delivery Daily
Call 289-4625
*Dinner Entrees Starting Today!

$2.00 off ANY PIZZA

With this coupon
This Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday

*Coupon Good for dining in Restaurant only
Pravda: NATO thinks East Bloc economy falling behind

Associated Press

MOSCOW--Pravda told its Soviet readers on Sunday that NATO believes the East Bloc economies are doing so poorly that they will fall further behind the West for another two decades.

In a short answer to a reader's question, the official Communist Party newspaper said Voice of America did not lie when it reported the pessimistic economic projections given by NATO official Henning Waggoner.

But Pravda said the conclusions in the report were "on Waggoner's conscience."

Pravda summarized the NATO report, saying it projected no more than 2 percent economic growth per year and a widening economic gap between East and West until well into the next century.

"The system's deficiencies are so obvious that (the Soviet Union) has no choice but to continue reforms. This significantly reduces its opportunities to use national funds for military affairs," Pravda said in explaining Waggoner's stand.

Pravda said the official recommended against any Western aid to the Soviet Union.

Film about Norwegian seal killing stirs major protests

Associated Press

STOCKHOLM, Sweden--Hundreds of angry television viewers called the Norwegian Embassy, major newspapers and conservationists to react to a film about Norwegian seal hunting.

Swedish media reported Sunday.

The documentary ran on Swedish television Saturday night and showed seals apparently being skinned alive.

"I have never seen anything as disgusting. I am boycotting Norway," 23-year-old Freddie Karlsson told the Aftonbladet daily.

Some viewers called police to report the film as disgusting. I am boycotting Norway" some reported the film as disgusting. Some viewers called police to report the film as disgusting.

The documentary ran on Swedish television Saturday night and showed seals apparently being skinned alive.

Stone cold

Freshman Kevin Flanigan gives incoming freshman Kathleen Collins a tour of the campus, including the sculpture prominently displayed along the steps of the Edna and Leo Riley Hall of Art and Design.

The Observer / Donald Pan

Winterfest
at Notre Dame
February 24-25

Four Events to Warm-Up Winter

Sponsored by Student Union Board

ATTENTION JUNIORS

Applications are currently being accepted for the following position:

Controller

• Acquire an understanding of the internal control of an overall accounting system.
• Gain practical hands-on accounting experience.
• Be directly responsible for the financial operations; including purchasing, payroll, receivables, and payables of a small business.
• Gain knowledge of state, local, and federal taxes
• Must be a junior accounting major.

Call Chris Donnelly at 239-7471 to find out the benefits of this position.

Single Rose Florist

Valentine's Day Special
Carnations Boxed - $18.50 / dozen
Also available: roses and plants

Delivery Available

Order by Phone
289-7673
or come in
511 E. Jefferson Blvd., South Bend

Riot

continued from page 1

Pakistan banned the novel on grounds that it offends Moslems by suggesting the prophet Mohammed was fallible. India also banned the novel.

In Kennebunkport, Maine, where President Bush was spending the weekend, White House spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said U.S. officials were monitoring the Islamabad situation closely.

"There was a pitched battle going on outside," said Kent Obe, head of the center, which contains a public library and dispenses information about the United States.

Doctors at area hospitals, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said at least five people had been killed by police gunfire and 65 protesters shot and wounded.

They said the injured included Moslem theology students and about 30 police hit by rocks or beaten by the rampaging crowd.

danced in delight as it was burned, along with effigies representing the Indian-born Rushdie and the United States.

"Hang Salman Rushdie," one man yelled. Three U.S. diplomats and 15 Pakistanis employed at the center were in the building at the time but were not hurt, U.S. diplomats said.

"There was a pitched battle going on outside," said Kent Obe, head of the center, which contains a public library and dispenses information about the United States.

Doctors at area hospitals, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said at least five people had been killed by police gunfire and 65 protesters shot and wounded.

They said the injured included Moslem theology students and about 30 police hit by rocks or beaten by the rampaging crowd.
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It seems like only yesterday that the football team won the national championship. Needless to say, I was ecstatic about their achievements, immediately claiming their victory at the Friends at home soon realized the importance of the role of football players during exams can help, one that such a mistake does not happen again, I have composed some rules for future reference. (Please clip and save.)

In meeting a football player, all freshmen women should immediately offer themselves as possible dates. A player should not have to ask you, you should volunteer your services for the good of the team. Sometimes this may involve seeking out players, following them around campus, or relaying messages through friends. Under no circumstances is any freshman female to leave a note at a player's door. Note may be left, however, with the coaching staff who will then direct you in your proper role. Women have a vital role to play in the successful nurturing of the team. Football can be a tough sport, and without the availability of female groupies to take some of the pressure off, it is doubtful any player could long endure. Nevertheless, just remember that some sacrifices, just remember national championships are won or lost by the willingness of freshmen women to meet every player's desire, or at least those players who start.

2. Guys should be aware of any football players in the dorm. Sometimes, you might be asked to perform favors, late-night runs to the Oak Room, borrowing of miscellaneous items like shampoo, soap, stereo equipment, etc. Think nothing of it. Although not every one can be fortunate enough to have a film and music groupie right next door, you can make up for it by locating the player in nearest proximity to you and offering your services. Guys with sisters or girlfriends may wish to offer these ladies to players, should freshmen women not be readily available.

3. Cheeks, thumbs, and anyone with a GPA above a 3.8, should locate all of the football players in their classes. For example, if you're studying for exams, please sit directly in front of any player and offer your assistance. Although it has been known that football players like to sit among themselves for tests, it is your duty to ensure this behavioral tendency does not bring down the grades of the entire cluster of players. Accordingly, it may help to arrange signals before class. Although taking tests with both hands in paper for our ladies is not condoned, one should have to hold you responsible when certain players are ruled academically ineligible.

4. Faculty can do their part by helping to make Notre Dame a university our football team can be proud to attend. It is not my place here to suggest specific measures, but may require some sacrifices, just remember national championships are won or lost by the willingness of freshmen women to meet every player's desire, or at least those players who start.

5. Perhaps the most vital role is that of the administration in ensuring that proper focus is maintained. While it is important to maintain a legitimate program, one should never let mere con veniences get in the way of winning. While student and faculty groupies can do a lot, they can only go so far as the administration lets them. Accordingly, the administration must see to it that winning becomes the first priority. Sometimes this may involve recruiting in a shady manner. More often than not, however, simply placing our football players on a pedestal above regular students can achieve the desired effect.

We all know "meeting football players at ND is sort of like meeting movie stars in Hollywood...the thrill and excitement is great. I mean, what else is there to do in South Bend?" It is perhaps the greatest tragedy that these players are still students, meaning they must be labeled in the same category as regular commoners like myself. Although there is little we can do to rectify this situation in the near future, by granting football players godlike status in the minds of other students, maybe we can ease this burden.

One should not allow a faux pas on the part of some freshmen girls to ruin the whole barrel. Because these few do not know the truth, they should be allowed to obscure the role everyone else must play. By following these easy steps, I guarantee the proper focus of football at Notre Dame will be maintained, not just for freshmen women, but for the University as a whole.

Rob Hennig is a senior economics major and a regular Viewpoint columnist.

---

**Football groupies play crucial roles**

**P.O. Box Q**

Serving soul food spreads stereotype

Dear Editor,

Hoory for soul food Day! The one day I decide to skip dinner, I hear they saved my kind of food.

The dinner in honor of Black history only harbored cultural stereotypes, not cultural diversities. Neckbones, greens, barbecue ribs, catfish and I cannot forget the watermelon—were served in theED INT 10005 0.

How can one operationally define "soul food?" I don't particularly care for many of the foods served. How can one operationally define "soul food?"

I was appalled and disgraced when I heard of the attempt they made to enhance the awareness of stereotypes. It seems the only thing University Food Services forgot to display was cotton. I am sorry I must do a dinner about my stereotypes, oh, I mean my culture.

Chelsea Latimer
Lewis Hall
Feb. 10, 1989

---

**Quote of the Day**

"Good communication is just as eliminating as black coffee, and just as hard to sleep after."

-Anne Morrow Lindbergh
More than just 'A Fine Romance'

A fine man. A fine woman. A fine romance. These three objects are carefully brought together in a witty, zany European adventure-comedy. During a season of "cop-ops" new series and deteriorating popular series, ABC's new dramedy, "A Fine Romance," is a fine piece of entertainment.

JOE BUOCO

To Be Continued...

The crazy antics of this "Romance" trip into housewife life on Thursdays in ABC's "diminishing TV" as it describes the fact that its competition is NBC's powerhouse, "The A-Team." The romance exists between Michael (Christopher Cazenove) and Louise (Margaret Whitton), a divorced couple who co-host a television travel show (called that) which exists between the show's hero and heroine develops each week.

Romance exists between Michael's date (Ernie) and Louise's date (Titi) which exists because they are divorced-yet-still-in-love couple travel Europe and manage to get into trouble nearly everywhere they go.

Barb's latest makes a great valentine

'TRISHA CHAMBERS
assistant accent editor

Barbara Streisand's, Till I Loved You, is the perfect album for this time of year, particularly for those of you celebrating Valentine's Day tomorrow.

For this versatile singer won't be disappointed, because she adds some beautifully written songs to her repertoire. In fact, some of the lyrics were contributed by the phenomenol song-writing team of Burt Bacharach and Carole Bayer Sager.

The first side of the album is much stronger at 8 p.m. on Thursday as Streisand finds her voice, and her style is still a moving love song, one of the reasons the album is so enjoyable.

The Places You Find Love" is also the fastest-paced song in the collection and puts you in a good mood as you learn that love must exist when you see "little children laughing and playing cause they haven't learned to start hating."

The tempo slows down on the next one, "On my Way to You," as Streisand finds her love in this touching song. The lyrics accompanies her perfectly as she sings about wanting to "rewrite" the past and then belts out the chorus, "If I had changed a single day...I may have never found you to love you..."

In the controversial "Till I Loved You," Streisand is joined by De Johnson in a song about hoping for an end to their search. Despite a scratchy voice at times, Johnson does a fair job, but it is really Streisand who carries the song as her voice sometimes overpowers his.

The lyrics are romantic and playful, and the light music seems easy to dance to. They really enjoy singing it and the listener can relate to their hopeful question, "could the one to save me possibly be you?"

Perhaps the most beautiful song on the album is "All I Ask of You" from the musical, "Phantom of the Opera." The song has been changed a little to fit her style so that it is still a moving love song, but it is different from the emotional imploiring which the Phantom gave it. It is sung like she is on stage, with appropriate music to match the emotion in her voice when she says, "say you'll share with me one love, one lifetime...that's all I ask of you..."

The second side of the album is different from the first in that it deals with losing love, and has a more somber tone. It is also weaker than the first, because the few hopeful songs seem to have elements of the other songs in them or old adages, like "if you love something, let it go free" in "Some Good Things Never Last."

The best song on the second side has Streisand using her commanding stage voice to sing the sad, yet reassuring, "Why Let It Go?" The lyrics are unique and realistic as they offer hope: "we may have come too close too fast, but if we really care, so much is there, why let it go?"

Streisand does better with the more original and creative lyrics of the first side, particularly "You and Me for Always" with its chorus of "remember it all there is, remember it all..." and "You're a hopeful romantic at heart, Barbara Streisand's "Till I Loved You" should be the next album in your collection.
Voice of Blues dies of cancer

Associated Press

Dan Kelly, voice of the St. Louis Blues for 30 years and widely regarded as one of the best in the hockey broadcasting business, died Friday of cancer. He was 52.

Kelly's broadcast career was cut short shortly after an examination for back problems led to the discovery of his illness late last year. His last broadcast was a Blues-Vancouver game Nov. 19.

Kelly was known for his dis­tinctive call, "He shoots . . . he scores," a phrase he actually borrowed from sportscaster from veteran Foster Hewitt.

He was one of three men honored in December with the 1989 Lester Patrick Award, given annually by the NHL and New York Rangers for outstanding service to hockey in the States. Kelly had been a Minnesota Square Garden network play-by-play man for the New York Rangers.

"I've often said, when Dan Kelly broadcast a hockey game, I can shut my eyes, and I can see the game," NHL President John Ziegler said recently. "We have no greater evangelist, no more knowledgeable, greater teacher than Dan Kelly over the past 21 years."

A profile in Sports Illustrated several years ago said Kelly dominated his sport like no other announcer.

"There's the stout Irishman, and then the rest of the team," wrote writer Willard. "Kelly is the purest, most knowledgeable, most accurate voice around.

NBC's Bob Costas, speaking at a memorial service for Kelly last month, described the Blues an­ouncer as a "colossus of the sport."

"Somebody once said that a broadcast of a hockey game, even a good broadcast, just seems like a free mistake," Costas said. "There's only one man who can make this sort of broadcast without such ringing clarity, and that man is Dan Kelly"

Costas called Kelly "singular in his greatness," saying he was rivaled by his wife, Fran, and six children. His son, John, has been working as a broadcast assistant for Madison Square Garden Network doing play-by-play for the New York Rangers.

Kelly began his career in 1965, hosting a country music show and using the handle "Dangerous Dan" for radio work in his native Ottawa, Ontario, a small town about 50 miles from the capital of Canada.

His hockey broadcasting career began when he talked CEGE for an eye on spo­nsoring the local amateur hockey team. He eventually moved up to calling Montreal Canadiens games.

At his peak, Kelly was in con­stant demand, traveling more than 100,000 miles a year. He worked NHL games for CBS from 1960 to 1972, the USA Network from 1985 and ESPN from 1985 to 1997. He an­nounced NHL playoffs in 1986 and 1987 and the Canada Cup in 1987 and the Global TV Network.

The Observer

Former administrator captures court battle

Associated Press

LOUISVILLE, -A Jeffer­son Circuit Court jury has ruled that the Jefferson County School Board did not hold a proper public hearing on its decision to fire the former superintendent.

The jury ruled Saturday that the failure to provide a proper hearing occurred when board members rejected an appeal, allowing the superintendent to be fired.

Robert Miller, an attorney for Swamp and Hammond, declined to comment on the verdict.

Thomas H. Lyons, the un­iversity's attorney, called the verdict disappointing. He said it's too early to tell whether the $41,300 award if the ap ­peal is unsuccessful.
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THE OBSERVER Classifieds

NOTICES

TYING TOWARDS 1987

EXPERT TYPING SERVICE. CALL WIFE, 253-7008.

THANK YOU TO SICKEL'S DELI FOR DONATING I CUP OF BEANS FOR TONIGHT'S DINNER.

MRS. COKER, 233-7009. 233-2342

LOST #35 MacPhail's from the bar. If the characteristics of these disks cannot be exaggerated. $35 for infor­mation will be given. Reply to " disks."

FIND YOUR TV REMOTE AT A BOOKSTORE OR A TV STORE. They're copies, so call 602-1001, ext. 69922.

ATTENTION HOME OWNERS: from 10:00 A.M. Delightent 100 A.M. through 5:00 P.M. $350.00 or sell for a heavy FLAT RATE. Call 233-5242

THANK YOU TO THE TIMES FOR PRINTING YOUR REPORT ON THE BOOK NIGHT. 

SUN. BOX 106114 Columbus, OH 43215

LOST/FOUND

LOST: 30 MacPhail's disks from our bar. If the characteristics of these disks cannot be exaggerated. $35 for infor­mation will be given. Reply to " disks."

FIND YOUR TV REMOTE AT A BOOKSTORE OR A TV STORE. They're copies, so call 602-1001, ext. 69922.

ATTENTION CLASSIFIEDS: before THE GLENVILLE ACADEMY & A+ STORES. Call 253-6700.

LOST A GOLD WATCH IN HUNTSVILLE yesterday on a MONDAY. IF FOUND CALL 253-6006.

WILL THE SCHOLAR WHO TOOK MY GOLF CLUBS FROM THE GYM CALL AND PLEASE RETURN MY CLUBS TO THE GYM. TEL. 541-7177.

TURN THEM TO LOOMIS AND FOUND.

POOR PAIR OF CLEARLY DAMAGED SUNGLASSES LOST IN THE GYM. IF FOUND CALL 541-7177.

WILL GIVE $5 TO ANYONE WHO FINDS IT. TEL. 541-7177.

BLACK AND WHITE TRENCH LONG WOOL COAT PLEASE RETURN TO TERRY. TEL. 541-7177.

LATE COLUMNS


NEGATIVE RESPONSES: Please call 541-7177.

THE OBSERVER Classifieds

WANTED


NEGATIVE RESPONSES: Please call 541-7177.

THE OBSERVER Classifieds

WANTED

LAW SCHOOL: Start your Bar Exams now, Kaplan-Meier review to review a state available here in South Bend. Contact: Pat Sivertson at 277-7567.
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ADDITION: Career, financially secure couple seek local and san­dwich vacations with us two or three times a year. We're looking for someone who can share expenses and driving. Expandable. Call 277-4181.
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deadline from 6:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. Deadline for new classifieds is 5 p.m. All classifieds must be prepaid, either in person or by mail. The charge is 10 cents per five characters per ad.
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Injuries doom ND track team in 63rd Central Collegiates

By SCOTT BRUTOCAO
Sports Writer

The men's indoor track team hobbled into the Meyo Track in the Loftus All-Sports Center this weekend by its competition in the Central Collegiate Track Championships.

The Irish, plagued by injuries and lack of depth, finished 15th out of 22 teams in the three annual meet, accumulating 15.5 points. Illinois emerged the winner, gathering 193.6 points.

"The kids competed well," said Irish coach Joe Piane. "But I don't think people realize how great that was. It was really an excellent meet."

The caliber of the athletes attending the Central Collegiate Championships was certainly impressive, and the combination of this fact and Notre Dame's injuries kept the Irish out of contention for the top spots.

"I'd say Illinois was awfully good, but we had the flu, sickness and injury to fight against," said Piane. "Natural disasters hit us."

Several players were unable to compete, Co-captain Jan Searcy, despite qualifying for the NCAA's, but Irish times were right on the mark, with several qualifiers for the IUCA's.

Notre Dame gained 10 of its points when freshman Raghib "Rocket" Ismail made good his name and propelled past the competition in the 55-meter dash, crossing the finish line in 6.29 seconds.

Despite the fact that Rusty Setzer, the second part of Notre Dame's freshman 55-meter dynamo duo, was out with the flu, Ismail did not try to over-compensate for his teammate. "I don't try to make any meet bigger than it is," said Ismail. "I just wanted to concentrate on my race and run the best I could."

Ismail's 6.26-second clocking missed qualifying for the NCAA Championships by 0.06 second. "I'm not that bad," said Ismail, "I just hope his time will drop."

"Hopefully I can make it this time" drop," said Ismail. "I really have two opportunities to get out of the blocks quickly. When I get involved in really good competition I expect the times to drop."

Co-captain Ron Markeszch, competing in his first meet of the season, captured two points for the Irish in the 5000-meter finals by finishing fifth in 14:48, which qualified him to the NCAA's.

In the 1000 meters, junior Mark Lavery and senior Dave Warth finished fifth and sixth respectively, combining for three points. These two also qualified for the IUCA's.

Rounding out the scoring for the Irish was high jumper John Cole, who cleared the 6-foot, 8-inch mark, good enough for a tie for sixth.

Other qualifiers for the IUCA's were Richard Culp in the 500 meters, Tom O'Fourke in the 5000, Ismail in the 55 meters, and the Distance Medal Relay squad (Richard Culp, Brian Peppard, Mike Rogan and Ryan Cahill).

Piane liked what he saw, but there just wasn't enough of it. "I'd like to be more competitive," he pointed, "but I feel it's the end of the world."

Associated Press

USC

continued from page 20

with me on my free throws," said Fredrick, who entered the game shooting 66 percent from the stripe. "But I'm an upperclassman now. I'm supposed to be providing leadership. At the end of the game, I want to be shooting free throws."

While an upperclassman sealed the win, two freshmen played a vital role. Da norm Swett started in place of an injured Janmere Jackson and scored six points in 38 minutes. Elmer Bennet had a career-high 20 points in 38 minutes. Bennet hit for six points in a tie against the Irish. At one point the freshman from Southern Cal had 23 points, while Anthony Pendleton had 20.

"This was a carbon copy of our previous games," said USC head coach George Raveling. "We're like a salesman. We make a great presentation but can't close the sale. The guys give as much as they have but don't make a right decision at a key point or miss a foul shot at a key time."

"We would make a run and they would shut it down. Some of the kids were taking good from a a coaching standpoint, but they kept knocking them down from outside."

The Trojans made their most threatening run with just over five minutes to play. Trailling 70-61, the men of Troy went on a 7-0 scoring streak to close to two with 3:55 left. Moore hit for six in that stretch, but he also failed to convert a three-point play when Southern Cal could have closed to one.

"Maybe we're playing as well as we're capable of," Raveling said. "Maybe we're kidding ourselves that we haven't reached capabilities yet. It's another carbon copy."

Remember These?

Elvis Costello 3/15
The Replacements 3/22
The Smithereens 3/29

The USc Men's Track Team
Camps Work With
Elvis Costello
and The Smithereens

Get Involved In These!

Student Payer's Musical 2/22-25
The Last Temptation Of Christ

March For Life
March 31st

AnTOSiaL

Free Speech Zone
June 3 & 4

Organizational Meeting Wednesday Feb 15, 5:30 pm
SUSQ office, 2nd Floor LaFortune - All interested please attend

The Observer / Michael Moran

LaPhonso Ellis scores the final two points during Notre Dame's 83-74 win over USC Saturday afternoon. Ellis scored eight points as the Irish improved to 1-4-4.

Bennett

continued from page 20

"That three point shot was incredible," noted Phelps. "Since he made the move to second guard Elmer has shown nothing but confidence."

Bennet, previously considered a steady backup to Irish point guard Tim Singleton, said Fredrick, who entered the game shooting 66 percent from the stripe. "But I'm an upperclassman now. I'm supposed to be providing leadership. At the end of the game, I want to be shooting free throws."

While an upperclassman sealed the win, two freshmen played a vital role. Damion Swett started in place of an injured Janmere Jackson and scored six points in 38 minutes. Elmer Bennett had a career-high 20 points in 38 minutes. Bennett hit for six points in a tie against the Irish. At one point the freshman from Southern Cal had 23 points, while Anthony Pendleton had 20.

"This was a carbon copy of our previous games," said USC head coach George Raveling. "We're like a salesman. We make a great presentation but can't close the sale. The guys give as much as they have but don't make a right decision at a key point or miss a foul shot at a key time."

"We would make a run and they would shut it down. Some of the kids were taking good from a a coaching standpoint, but they kept knocking them down from outside."

The Trojans made their most threatening run with just over five minutes to play. Trailling 70-61, the men of Troy went on a 7-0 scoring streak to close to two with 3:55 left. Moore hit for six in that stretch, but he also failed to convert a three-point play when Southern Cal could have closed to one.

"Maybe we're playing as well as we're capable of," Raveling said. "Maybe we're kidding ourselves that we haven't reached capabilities yet. It's another carbon copy."

The shooting guard and found himself on the floor at the same time as Singleton rather than waiting to substitute for him. "Playing alongside Tim makes me a lot more comfortable out there," said Bennett. "And my shots were falling—it felt good out there today."

And it felt good for Irish fans who knew that Bennett would be a weapon in Notre Dame's arsenal for three more years. "And it felt good for Irish fans who knew that Bennett would be a weapon in Notre Dame's arsenal for three more years."

Associated Press

OSAKA, Japan—Sergei Bubka of the Soviet Union set an altitude pole vault record Saturday, then failed three times at clearing 20 feet in the Yomiuri-Chitose indoor track and field meet.

Bubka, using the same pole that he used in winning the gold medal at the 1988 Seoul Olympics, soared 19-9 ½ feet in the long jump and 6.06 meters in the high jump.
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with me on my free throws," said Fredrick, who entered the game shooting 66 percent from the stripe. "But I'm an upperclassman now. I'm supposed to be providing leadership. At the end of the game, I want to be shooting free throws."

While an upperclassman sealed the win, two freshmen played a vital role. Da norm Swett started in place of an injured Janmere Jackson and scored six points in 38 minutes. Elmer Bennet had a career-high 20 points in 38 minutes. Bennett hit for six points in a tie against the Irish. At one point the freshman from Southern Cal had 23 points, while Anthony Pendleton had 20.

"This was a carbon copy of our previous games," said USC head coach George Raveling. "We're like a salesman. We make a great presentation but can't close the sale. The guys give as much as they have but don't make a right decision at a key point or miss a foul shot at a key time."

"We would make a run and they would shut it down. Some of the kids were taking good from a a coaching standpoint, but they kept knocking them down from outside."

The Trojans made their most threatening run with just over five minutes to play. Trailling 70-61, the men of Troy went on a 7-0 scoring streak to close to two with 3:55 left. Moore hit for six in that stretch, but he also failed to convert a three-point play when Southern Cal could have closed to one.

"Maybe we're playing as well as we're capable of," Raveling said. "Maybe we're kidding ourselves that we haven't reached capabilities yet. It's another carbon copy."
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LaPhonso Ellis scores the final two points during Notre Dame's 83-74 win over USC Saturday afternoon. Ellis scored eight points as the Irish improved to 1-4-4.
**SPORTS BRIEFS**

**A squash film**

dealing with the fundamentals of the game will be shown Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. at the football auditorium of the Joyce College. For more information, please call Bill Murray at x3211. -The Observer

**The ND Squash Club**

is seeking students to help organize the club for the upcoming year. Please call Bill Murray at x3211 for information. -The Observer

**Off-Campus hockey**

has a game tonight at 11:45 against Morrissey. All those who have not paid their $5, please bring it. Those who can not make it to the game should call 289-1124. -The Observer

**The SMC-NW women’s lacrosse**

club is looking for a volunteer coach. Anyone interested or wanting more information should call Kathryn Benz at 284-0482. -The Observer

**The SMC-NW women’s lacrosse**

club meeting will be tonight at 6:30 at Angela Athletic Facility. Anyone interested in joining should attend. -The Observer

**Sports Briefs**

are accepted in writing Sunday through Friday in The Observer offices on the third floor of LaFor- 


tune Student Center before 3 p.m. on the day prior to publication. -The Observer

---

**Sluggish Lendl bests Gilbert**

Associated Press

CHICAGO—Ivan Lendl sur­


dealed with the fundamentals of the 


te...
Wichita Eagle-Beacon, his saying he planned to return to Oklahoma State. Sanders had told an NFL records last fall by rushing for 2,628 yards and scoring 21 touchdowns. He was a Heisman Trophy in Philadelphia, he waffled on his plans. Sanders, having already collected the Heisman Trophy and the Maxwell Award, was honored as Player of the Year at the Walter Camp Football Foundation’s annual banquet. Reports about his plans have been even more numerous than his awards. After setting NCAA...
HOUSTON—Playing without the real Magic, Karl Malone and John Stockton created some magic of their own Sunday, carrying the West to a 143-134 victory over the East in the NBA All-Star Game.

Stockton, the only point guard on the West team after scheduled starter Magic Johnson was injured on Wednesday night, directed a record-breaking attack in the first half, wowing a record All-Star crowd at the Astrodome.

The West led by as many as 21 points en route to an 87-59 halftime lead, breaking by one the All-Star record for points in a half set by the West in 1962. The East got as close as seven in the fourth quarter before faltering.

Stockton had an All-Star record nine assists in the first quarter, breaking Johnson's mark of eight, although he didn't play the last 1:18.

Malone, Stockton's Utah Jazz teammate, scored 18 of his 26 points in the first half and was 8-for-9 from the field in the first two periods, most of them on some point-guard/set screens. Malone was selected the game's Most Valuable Player.

Dale Ellis scored 27 points and Alex English 18 for the East, which still leads the All-Star series 25-14.

The West, derided as the "new champs" prior to the season in which it has seen its legendary player suffer a neck injury, finally hit a sky hook in an All-Star victory Sunday.

Abdul-Jabbar responded to a debut question, "Where are you headed upcourt from the Hoosier Dome in 1985.

The West scored six consecutive points and Ellis five. With Stockton out, the West offense hardly slowed down.

Chris Mullin, a 6-foot-7 forward, took over at point guard, but got help bringing the ball upcourt from 6-10 Tom Chambers, who scored 12 points in 1:16, helping the West increase its margin to 57-33 with 8:44 left in the first half.

The East rallied in the third period as Thomas directed the offense and scored eight points himself.

The West saw the East narrow the margin to 99-96 late in the third period on a dunk by Moses Malone, finishing off an 11-0 run.

The West scored six consecutive points after that for a 115-96 advantage, but the East responded with a 20-run, making its deficit only 132-116 with 5:56 left.

Ellis then scored five points and Malone four in less than a minute's time to put the game out of reach.

STUDY FOR ONE YEAR OR FOR ONE OR TWO TERMS IN
OXFORD

The Washington International Studies Center
1120 18th St., N.W., Suite 225
Washington, D.C. 20006 (202) 541-0775

JOBS

West: FT and PT jobs available. Positions include: Research Assistants, Office Assistants, Library Assistants, and Interns. Apply by telephone, at an orientation session, or by writing to the Center. Send resume to: The Washington International Studies Center, 1120 18th St., N.W., Suite 225, Washington, D.C. 20006.
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Trenary wins skating title
Special to The Observer

Favored Jill Trenary won the United States women's figure skating championship Saturday at Baltimore, but Kristi Yamaguchi, who combined with Rusel Galindo to upset Kim and Wayne Seybold for the pairs championship Friday, clearly outskated and outscored Trenary in the four and a half-minute free skating finale. But an eighth-place finish in compulsories Wednes-
day and a second behind Trenary in the short program Thursday left her too far back to challenge for the title.

Trenary attempted just four triples and landed only three of them clearly, losing her balance on a spilt to a triple toe loop combination. After that er-
er, which came early in the program, Trenary's skating became less spirited, almost perfunctory.

Trenary Harding, 18, finished third in the long program and third overall.

Jeff Campbell, 18, who was fifth in the overall standings, was forced to withdraw before the long program because of torn ligaments in her right foot.

Campaigned from staff, wire reports.

EDWARDS LIFTS IU OVER BOILERMAKERS

Associated Press

BLOOMINGTON—Indiana Coach Bob Knight called it one of the best shots he'd ever seen under the circumstances.

Jay Edwards did it simply felt good.

Edwards made a 18-foot jumper with four seconds left Sunday, lifting No. 13 Indiana early, but I had a good feeling,' said Edwards, who scored 27 points. "I felt good once I released it."

While Edwards was soft-spoken of the basket that carried Big Ten-leading Indiana to its 14th consecutive home victory over two seasons, Knight was truly impressed.

"Jay's shot under pressure was about as good a shot as I've seen a kid take under those circumstances," Knight said. "I knew it was good when it went through the net. Before that I wasn't sure."

With Purdue plagued by foul trouble, the Boilermakers dropped to 1-2 in Big Ten play.

"We did a poor job against Purdue's foul problems, although that was probably the deciding factor in the game," Knight said. "Our objective was to get to 30 (foul shots). But when you get them, you have to knock them down."

Purdue coach Gene Keady cringed at losing another close one. Purdue is 3-8 in games decided by five points or less, while Indiana is 5-0.

"This is the same thing that has been happening all year," Keady said. "I hope that at the end of the season we are a tougher and smarter team. It's just a shame. Our kids work hard all game and then always find a way to lose at the end."

Indiana, 20-5 and 16-1, rallied from an 11-point deficit midway through the second half to gain a 3-game advantage over second-place Illinois in the conference standings. Purdue, 10-13 and 5-7, has lost six of seven.

The Boilermakers led 59-51 with 4:56 left but Indiana scored six straight on two free throws by Brian Sloan, two more by Edwards and Joe Hillman's layup off a steal that made it 59-57 with 2:49 left.

McNeal added a free throw for Purdue before Edwards grabbed another steal for Indiana and threw a pass to Jamal Meeks for a layup that made it 60-59.

"That was a great play by Edwards when he got the ball out of bounds and threw it, and it was the key to the Hoosiers' victory, and the trip-ultimately marked the 23rd time in this season Indiana has won by five starters on the bench with all four fouls. Indiana also had foul problems, losing their two leading men, center Todd Jadlow and forward Eric An-
derson, on disqualifications with 8:36 left in the game.

But it was the Indiana backcourt that was the key to the Hoosiers' victory, and the tri-
ultimately marked the 23rd time in 25 starts Indiana has won by starting its three-guard lineup of Edwards, Hillman and Lyn-
don Jones.
Sooner could be No. 1 again

Associated Press

In college basketball this season, it's not good to be the king. No sooner do you get to the top than someone comes up and tops off your head.

Arizona became the third team in three weeks to reach the top and lose within a week when it lost 82-80 to No. 5 Oklahoma Sunday.

Since Oklahoma beat No. 8 Missouri this week, second-ranked Georgetown lost to Pittsburg and fourth-ranked Louisville lost to Florida State and UCLA, the Sooners probably will retake the top spot in the Associated Press poll Monday.

"We volunteered last week," Oklahoma coach Billy Tubbs said. "Any time you need us for No. 1, we'll do it. Someone's got to do it.

"Stacey King scored 24 points and Oklahoma overcame a seven-point second-half deficit. Tubbs thinks his team, which also beat Arizona in the national semifinals last spring, should be No. 1.

"When you really get down to it, and I had to be fair, it'd probably put us in there," he said.

In other games Sunday involving ranked teams, UCLA beat No. 4 Louisville 77-75, No. 6 North Carolina beat Virginia 85-87, No. 13 Indiana beat Purdue 64-62, No. 19 Nevada-Las Vegas beat No. 17 North Carolina State 79-70 and No. 18 Stanford beat Washington 83-74 in overtime.

In beating Arizona, Oklahoma won its 27th consecutive home game. Sean Elliott scored 26 points for Arizona, 18-3, which had its 15-game winning streak snapped.

UCLA 77, Louisville 75

Pervis Ellison was called for goaltending on Pooh Richardson's 8-footer with one second left and Louisville lost for the second time in a week.

The Bruins, 16-5, scored five points in the last 1:10 to overcome a 75-72 deficit, taking advantage of two bad passes by the Cardinals, 17-5.

Trevor Wilson made two free throws with 25 seconds remaining. Kenny Payne threw away a pass and Derrick Martin tied it on a free throw with 41 seconds to go.

Wilson scored 21 points and grabbed 13 rebounds for UCLA. Payne scored 22 for Louisville and Ellison added 19.

North Carolina 85, Virginia 67

Steve Bucknell scored 19 points as the Tar Heels avenged a 106-83 loss to the Cavaliers last month.

North Carolina, 19-5 and 6-3 in the Atlantic Coast Conference, made eight of its first 11 shots while Virginia made just two of its first 12. The Cavaliers, 13-8 and 5-4, never got the deficit below seven points after that.

Bryant Stith scored 20 points for Virginia.

UNLV 89, N. Carolina State 80

David Butler scored 21 points, including 15 in the first half, as UNLV defeated North Carolina State 89-80.

Mr. Huggins Augmon added 20 points for Nevada-Las Vegas, 16-6, who led 26-9 midway through the first half.

Rodney Monroe scored 37 points for North Carolina State, 19-5, who closed to 66-66 with 7:12 remaining before the Tar Heels scored the game's last six points.

Stanford 82, Washington-Ton 74, OT

Stanford's Todd Lichti scored 19 points, including half of his team's 16 points in overtime.

Lichti made two field goals and four consecutive free throws during the overtime for the Cardinal, 19-5 and 10-3 in the Pac 10.

Belles come up short against Grace College

By KRISTINE GREGORY

Sports Writer

A second half rally sparked by a vicious full-court press didn't prove to be enough as the Saint Mary's basketball team suffered a narrow 64-59 loss to the USC Trojans Saturday.

The Trojans struggled on offense, hitting only 17-for-55 (31 percent) from the field, their lowest of the season.

With a 33-22 halftime deficit, the Belles applied a tough full-court press during the second half. Aggressive play enabled them to pull within two points with only seven minutes left to play. This full-court pressure was sour as the Belles were held scoreless for the next five minutes.

"Grace College played really well," said coach Marvin Wood, "when we needed our greatest patience, it wasn't there.

"Drew Broshman led Saint Mary's with 20 points followed by Julie Radke with 14 and Linda Garrett with 12. Cathy Restovich grabbed seven rebounds while Amy Baranko pulled down six and Radke four more.

The Belles fell to 10-4 in the district and 11-6 overall. They meet Taylor College and Rosary College at home this weekend.
ND dominates Quadrangular

By BOB MITCHELL
Sports Writer

In the Notre Dame Quadrangular, the Notre Dame men's tennis team earned more victories in one day than they had all season.

Coming into the match, the Irish had posted two wins, but in the Quadrangular the young Irish squad defeated three lesser regional foes. Notre Dame catapulted their record to 5-2 by thrashing Akron, Toledo and Bowling Green. The favored Irish accumulated 29 individual wins while dropping only one.

"In the past, we haven't always gone out and taken care of business," said head coach Bob Bayliss. "I was impressed that almost each of them went out and methodically and surgically beat their opponent. It is one thing to know you're better and something else to go out and prove it."

Bowling Green head coach Gene Ogrin also had these impressions after his team suffered a convincing 7-0 loss to the Irish.

"They have a great team and coach who are definitely headed in the right direction," said Ogrin. "They are on the way to building a national program. My players are pneous and Notre Dame's are thoroughbreds."

According to Bayliss, the best team performance of the day for the Irish was against Akron. Notre Dame thumped the Zips, 6-1, in the first match of the day.

The Akron contest was the setting for the debut of two new faces into the Irish lineup. Freshmen John Silk, a baseliner from Toledo and John Ehrling, another baseliner with a good forehand, earned the first single victories of their careers. The early rising Irish stayed awake to hand Toledo a 7-0 loss. Notre Dame did not drop one set in this lopsided affair.

Two of the many standout performances were turned in by No.1 Dave DiLucia and No. 5 Ryan Wenger.

"I was very impressed with Dave's," said Bayliss. "In occasion he has allowed a lesser opponent to stay in the match. But today he was overwhelmingly, Ryan Wenger played exceptionally well."

As a team, Notre Dame emerged from the Quadrangular with some much needed confidence. The Irish will need the confidence considering their next ten foes are all national level programs who are more than capable of beating the Irish.

"The wins will give us motivation," said Brian Kahl, senior captain and No. 2 player. "We can use these as a stepping stone for our goal."

No. 1 Dave DiLucia had this to say about Saturday's action.

"We didn't have a letdown," said DiLucia, a freshman from Norristown, Pa. "We pulled together and we will continue to do that throughout the season."

Bayliss echoed his player's thoughts on the impact of the day's events.

"We will go in the stretch with a respectable record," said the second-year head coach. "It feels pretty good to get three wins in one day. So far this season we have played three good teams so we will see anything we haven't seen before."

Sauers wins tourney with chip on final hole

Associated Press

HONOLULU—Gene Sauers chipped in for birdbie on the final hole Sunday to win the weather-shortened Hawaiian Open golf tournament.

Sauers took the lead with a 12-foot birdbie put on the 17th hole then finished off a final round 65 by chipping in from just off the back fringe of the green for the second victory in his six-year PGA career.

He finished the rain-abbreviated 54-hole event in 13-under par 199, the best three-round score on the Tour this season. The tournament was reduced to a three-round, 54-hole format by heavy rains that disrupted play Friday and Saturday.

The weather cleared Sunday, but the Waialae Country Club course remained saturated, with puddles of water dotting the fairways. Players came off the course mud-spattered to the knees. The extremely wet conditions prompted officials to allow players to lift, clean and place balls in the fairways.

"It was very wet and very muddy out there," Don Reese said. "But since we were able to clean and place the ball, it really didn't matter."

Sauers broke a tie for the top spot with David Ogrin and Dave Rummells when he ran in the birdbie putt on the 17th. Rummells, playing in front of Ogrin and Sauers, finished at 17-under par 199. Ogrin was 17-under and Sauers 18-under when they went to the tee on the par-5 18th.

Neither was able to reach the green in two. Ogrin pitched onto the green about 10 feet below the cup. Sauers lofted his third shot over the green. But it was blocked by the gallery and came to rest just off the fringe.

With Ogrin facing a potential birdbie putt, Sauers apparently needed to get it up and down to force a playoff. Instead, he put it in the hole from about 18-20 feet for the winning birdbie. The victory was worth $135,000 from the total purse of $750,000 and pushed Sauers' earnings for the year to $783,363. His only other Tour triumph came in the 1966 Bank of Boston Classic.

Ogrin made his birdbie putt to finish off a 66 and was second at 198. He was followed by Rummells, who had a 64 and matched his career-best finish.

Jim Carter, who led through 36 holes, could do no better than a closing 77 and drifted back to fourth at 200. Reese, making his second try on the Tour after spending five seasons as a club pro in upstate New York, also had a 64 and was tied at 202 with Chip Beck.

ATTENTION JUNIORS

Applications are currently being accepted for the following position:

Business Manager

- Overseer production of a newspaper.
- Work with these seven departments: Advertising, Circulation, Business, Production, Systems, Observer Typesetting, and Ad Design
- Will be responsible for planning and implementing a balanced budget for the student newspaper.
- Need to be a motivator, planner, and trouble shooter.
- No previous newspaper publishing experience necessary.

Call Chris Donnelly at 239-7471 to find out the benefits of this position.

The Observer

The Irish men's tennis team lost only one match in the Notre Dame Quadrangular Saturday at Eck Pavilion. Bob Mitchell details the action at left.

The Observer / Paul Campion
CAMPUS

6:30 p.m. Career and Placement Services presents "Preparing for Office Visits/Plant Tours," with Marilyn Bury, Heber Library Lounge.


7 p.m. London and Rome summer programs, Rooms 351 and 351 Madeleva Hall, Saint Mary's College.


LECTURE CIRCUIT

11:30 a.m. Economics lecture entitled, "The Informal Sector in South Africa," by Ranjani Thaver, Room 331 Decio Faculty Hall.

7 p.m. Cultural diversity forum: "Politics of the IMF's Structured Adjustment in Africa," in Room 331, Decio Faculty Center. He will also lecture on "Religion and Politics in Post-colonial Africa" Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the Heber Library Auditorium.

DINNER MENUS

Notre Dame
Cheese French Toast
Baked Sole
Meatless Baked Ziti
Top Round of Beef

Saint Mary's
Veal Cordon Bleu
Lasaagna
Cheese Souffle
Deli Bar

NEW YORK TIMES CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Kind of brake or 26 Art category
2 Brake or 28 Art category
3 Sneeze 30 Mail
4 Brake 34 Musical instrument
5 Brake 36 Adam's 
6 Brake 37 Selas
7 Brake 39 Total corporate 
8 Brake 42 Handcuff
9 Brake 43 Muscular spasm
10 Brake 44 Keyhole
11 Brake 45 Pace
12 Large antelope 46 Glossy proof.
13 Hairpiece 48 Before, to the
14 Smirk 49 Trudge

DOWN
1 Fathers 51 Curve
2 Land once called Persia
3 Indefinite quantity 53 Infant
4 King of Si'am's 54 Unsealed
repeaters 55 Mill
5 Print 56 Musical  
6 Interprets 57 Frenzy
7 High mountain 58 Musical
8 Calm 59 Cervine
9 Bairn 60 Yield
10 Front of a leg 61 Lemon
11 Cow 62 Wan
12 Burden 63 Adam's second
13 Some 64 Fortification
14 Kind of skate or 65 Eye
15 Curve 66 Unit of force
16 Kind of skate or 67 Respectable kin
17 Slightly 68 Smudged.
18 Muscular 69 North
19 Copper center 70 Yield
20 Smiled 71 Respectable kin
21 Slightly 72 North
22 Large antelope 73 Respectable kin
23 Hairpiece 74 Respectable kin
24 Before, to the 75 Respectable kin
25 Ancient 76 Respectable kin
26 Ancient 77 Respectable kin
27 Ancient 78 Respectable kin
28 Ancient 79 Respectable kin
29 Ancient 80 Respectable kin

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

Bloom County
I'd like to apologize FOR REPORTERS WHOSE
BLOOM COUNTY JOKE ON THE ICE
REPORTERS LEFT ME.

BAD PENGUIN! BAD, BAD PENGUIN!
NAUGHTY PENGUIN!!

Berke Breathed
BAD PENGUIN! IMPUDENT
PENGUIN!!

Bloom County
I CONSIDER ME WHO OWE I A
HAT OFF FOR PRESIDENTIAL
WHO ARE YOU? ARTIST
SCULPTURE OR
MARDI GRAS
MARDI GRAS

Who are the winners of the MARDI GRAS
MARDI GRAS MARDI GRAS

Berke Breathed

COMICS

Applications for SUB
Executive Committee
& Commissioners
can be picked up 2nd floor
LaFortune, Feb. 22

The Far Side

Comedy Zone
Taylor Mason comes to ND
Comedian, musician and
ventriliquist all rolled
up in one

SUB Open House
Wed. the 15th
at 6:30 pm
SUB office
Irish improve to 14-4 with win over Trojans

By DENNIS CORRIGAN
Sports Writer

Close, but no cigar. Same old song and dance, been down that road before. You name the cliché and it applies to Southern Cal's 83-74 loss to Notre Dame Saturday afternoon at the Joyce ACC.

Although the Trojans had lost 11 straight games entering the contest, the Irish knew that meant little.

"All we wanted to do was win and get out," said Irish head coach Digger Phelps, who saw his team improve to 14-4. "They have a talented team. We were fortunate enough to capitalize on their mistakes. I'm happy to get out with the win."

Until the final buzzer, the Irish could never seem to put away the Trojans. In the first half, Notre Dame's record dropped as low as 12 at 27-15 only to see that lead shrink to 41-37 at half.

In the final minutes of the Trojans, thanks to another poor Irish free throw shooting performance, trailed 77-74. But as has been their want, the Trojans (7-16) couldn't hit the shot to put them over the edge.

Notre Dame's Joe Fredrick, who led the Irish with 25 points, hit four foul shots and LaPearson Ellis finished the game with a monster jam for the final margin.

"Coach has been working and seeing USC, page 12

Women still perfect after rout of Billiken

By TIM SULLIVAN
Sports Writer

A rout. A killing. A rout.

"Not said," said Notre Dame women's basketball coach Muffet McGraw of the run. "We got the break going and took advantage of their mistakes."

While the Lady Billikens were having trouble with the Irish man defense, Notre Dame was slowly picking away at the St. Louis lead. If the Irish inside players weren't finding openings inside, then sharpshooters like Lisa Kuhns (3-4, including a 3-pointer) and Annie Schwartz were hitting away from deep.

Further evidence of the Irish domination comes straight from the stat sheet—the Billiken's shot 307 from the field in the game (12 straight out of the first half), 476 from the line, and committed 36 turnovers in the contest.

The second half saw McGraw empty her bench early. In fact, just two players failed to reach double figures in minutes and one player (ironically, the team leader in minutes, Margaret Nowlin) did not score.

Freshman walk-on Maureen Neilligan provided the late game excitement, as the 5-7 guard nailed her first and second field goals of the season with silky smooth jumpers.

The game continued two streaks—Lady Billiken's remain winless in the MCC, while Notre Dame's has yet to lose in its first season of MCC play.

By JIM McCANN
The Observer / Sports Writer

Elmer Bennett scores for two of his career-high 19 points during Notre Dame's 83-74 win over USC Saturday afternoon. Bennett was a vital part of the Irish offense with Jamere Jackson out with an injury.

The The Observer / Sports Writer

The Notre Dame wrestling team lost a tough decision to visiting Indiana Friday night. The Irish have been bothered by illness during the past week and it affected their performances against the Hoosiers.

Women still perfect after rout of Billikens

By TIM SULLIVAN
Sports Writer

A rout. A killing. 78-34.

"Not said," said Notre Dame women's basketball coach Muffet McGraw of the run. "We got the break going and took advantage of their mistakes."

While the Lady Billikens were having trouble with the Irish man defense, Notre Dame was slowly picking away at the St. Louis lead. If the Irish inside players weren't finding openings inside, then sharpshooters like Lisa Kuhns (3-4, including a 3-pointer) and Annie Schwartz were hitting away from deep.

Further evidence of the Irish domination comes straight from the stat sheet—the Billiken's shot 307 from the field in the game (12 straight out of the first half), 476 from the line, and committed 36 turnovers in the contest.

The second half saw McGraw empty her bench early. In fact, just two players failed to reach double figures in minutes and one player (ironically, the team leader in minutes, Margaret Nowlin) did not score.

Freshman walk-on Maureen Nelligan provided the late game excitement, as the 5-7 guard nailed her first and second field goals of the season with silky smooth jumpers.

The game continued two streaks—Lady Billiken's remain winless in the MCC, while Notre Dame's has yet to lose in its first season of MCC play.

Hoosiers edge ND wrestlers

By GREG CHEEKENBACH
Sports Writer


Surely, that is what the Irish wrestlers were thinking about after their stunning 18-16 loss to Indiana Friday night at the Joyce ACC.

Notre Dame was not only battling the Hoosiers Friday night, but also a severe case of bronchitis. The decision to let some of the wrestlers compete and that all the matches except one were won by decision made this especially tough loss for the Irish.

"I was real disappointed about the match because I believe our health cost us the victory," said coach Fran McCann.

Notre Dame's record dropped to 8-5 while Indiana improved its dual meet record to 11-8.

In the first four individual matches of the night, the Irish did nothing more than shut out the 196-ranked Hoosiers. With wins by Andy Radenbaugh, Marcus Gowens, Jerry Durso, and Pat Boyd, Notre Dame was ahead 12-5. Radenbaugh (9-1, 31-7), who was suffering from...